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Tomahawk Bird Trap Instructions 

Model 501 

Model 501 Sparrow Trap and 

Model 503 Grackle Trap 
 

 Models 501 and 503 have two trap doors 

that allow birds to enter the trap.  After entering 

the trap birds become visually confused by the 

funnel entrance and cannot leave the trap.  If de-

sired you may adjust the size of the opening by 

bending the wire at the end of the entrances but it 

should not be required. 

 Bait the location you are setting your trap 

in for a few days prior to setting your trap with 

bird seed to get the birds accustom to feeding in 

the location you are trapping.  If possible use a 

platform around five or six feet off of the ground 

with enough space on each end for the birds to 

perch.   When you are ready to catch birds place 

food inside the trap and wait for them to enter.  

Both models are equipped with an easy release 

door to remove trapped birds.   

Model 503 

Thank you for your purchase! 

Please call our customer service at 715-356-4600 with any questions or concerns.  



Pigeon Trap Instructions 

Model 502, Model 502R 

 and Model 506 

 
 Pigeon traps are designed with metal tines 

that push in easily from the outside but cannot be 

pushed open from the inside. 

 Prepare your trapping site by baiting at 

least twice a day with birdseed and bread for a 

few days before introducing the trap.  Pigeons 

need water near their food so be sure to place a 

small source of water near the baiting site.  After 

the pigeons become comfortable eating in this 

area introduce the tap.  Place most of the bait in-

side the trap.   

 These traps are equipped with an easy re-

lease door to remove trapped pigeons.   

Model 506 

Model 502 
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